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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This chapter starts with the background about Jargon Used by Baristas in
Kopi Api Coffee Shop Makassar. Then it presents research questios, research
objectives research significances and research scopes
A. Background
The difference often makes people split apart, acually difference is
a mercy from Allah SWT. It is proved it in Surah Ar-Rum verse 22 :

ْ ض َو
ُ اﺧﺘِ َﻼ
ُ َو ِﻣ ْﻦ آﯾَﺎﺗِ ِﮫ ﺧَ ْﻠ
َت ﻟِ ْﻠ َﻌﺎﻟِ ِﻤﯿﻦ
ٍ ف أَ ْﻟ ِﺴﻨَﺘِ ُﻜ ْﻢ َوأَ ْﻟ َﻮاﻧِ ُﻜ ْﻢ ۚ إِ ﱠن ﻓِﻲ ٰ َذﻟِﻚَ َﻵﯾَﺎ
ِ ﺎوا
َ ﻖ اﻟ ﱠﺴ َﻤ
ِ ْت َو ْاﻷَر
Translation:
“And among His Sign is the creation of the heavens and earth, and the
variations in your languages and your colours: verily in that are Sign for
those who know”. (Ar-Rum verse 22)
Based on M. Quraish Shihab (2002:190) the verse above says “And
among His Sign is the creation of the heavens and earth, and the variations in
your languages and your colors: verily in that are Sign for those who know”.
Also your different colors, black, sawo and white. Otherwise, you are all from
the same origin. In truth, those are the signs owned by religious human beings,
especially their knowlegdge.
Based on the verse above, language difference is one of signs of
language differenciation. It is a sign of Allah authorization. It is same with this
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research which discusssed about jargon. jargon is a language which is only
used and understood by the certain group. It is included in language variation.
People as social creatures need language to interact. Language is used to
communicate each other. In this case it can be said simply the language and
environment are related. Language and society are the subject of
sociolinguistics. Yule (2005:239) states that Sociolinguistics deals with the
inter-relationship between languange and society. Trask (1999:282) defines
that Sociolinguistics as a branch of linguistics which studies the
relationship between language and society.The verse above also has meaning,
different language is used by the people in communication. In addition, Chaer
and

Agustina (2004:3) Sociolinguistics is the study of the characteristics of

language varieties, the characteristics of their functions, and the characteristics
of the speaker asthese three constantly

interact, change and change one

another within a speech community.
In the modern era, diversity of people and background of human as
individual inflict language variation that is used in social interaction. Language
variation is a part of Sociolinguistics. Language variation is the variety of
languages that the people use to communicate each other everyday. Hudson
(1996:24) defines “ a variety is a set of linguistic items with the sense of
mutual

intelligible, which means that among people who are in

communication which one another they will understand each other. It can be
seen from the way they pronounce the words, how they construct phrases
and the grammatical features”.
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Talking about language variation, it is known the concept of jargon. Yule
(2006: 211) says that jargon is a special technical vocabulary associated with a
particular area of work or interest. In social terms, jargon helps to create and
maintain connection among those who see themselves as ‘insiders’ in some
ways and to exclude ‘outsiders’. Teenager is interested in jargon, because
jargon is one of phenomenon in the world. Jargon can be found in some places,
such as in the Kopi Api Coffee Shop. Baristas in Kopi Api Coffee Shop has
their Jargon, they use it to communicate in working area. But, the problem of
using Jargon is the language does not have structure. Ardani ( 2016 : 13 ) says
Barista is someone who blends and serves coffee for the customer.
The basic concept that should be comprehended is how jargon happened in
Coffee Shop. Baristas use jargon to create their own identity of their group.
They use the same language and the same vocabularies in the same area or
might be in the same profession in working area. The Baristas used jargon
when they do secret conversation. It means that jargon aims to show about the
groups of society. Whether the group of working area such as politicians,
entertainers, nurse, or it can be the group in the classroom. It is supported by
Brown and Attardo’s theory (2000:118-119) They state that jargon has two
main functions as follows: 1) Jargon

provides speakers

of

specialized

domains with clear, unambiguous terms to refer to their activities. 2) Jargon
provides speakers of a sub-group with a means of marking ingroup
membership and excluding outsiders. The researcher conducted this research,
because when the researcher did pre-observation in The Kopi Api Coffee Shop,
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she found the Baristas used jargon in their interaction of working area,
mainly when they were blending a coffee and serving customers. Therefore,
it was expected that the researcher got more data and, Thus the researcher
could provide a through explanation regarding the problems of the study that
was being investigate.
B. Research Questions
In this research, the researcher analyzed jargon used by Baristas in Kopi
Api Coffee Shop Makassar. The research questions were formulated as follows:
a. What are the forms of jargon used by Baristas in Kopi Api Coffee Shop
Makassar?
b. How are the jargons used by Baristas in Kopi Api Coffee Shop Makassar
in communication?
C. Research Objectives
Based on the research questions above, objective of this research were:
a. To find out what are the forms of jargon that used by Baristas in Kopi
Api Coffee Shop Makassar.
b. To find out how jargons are used by Baristas in Kopi Api Coffee Shop
Makassar in communication.
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D. Research Significances
The researcher expected that the investigating the jargon used by Baristas
in Kopi Api Coffee Shop Makassar, gives result of the study becoming valuable
contribution. First, to the researcher, this research is expected to increase the
researcher’s knowledge in sociolinguistics especially in part of jargon. Second,
to the readers, the final findings can increase the reader’s knowledge and give
more information about jargon. The last, to the future researchers, this research
is expected to be useful to give references to the future researcher in conducting a
similar research about jargon.
E. Research Scopes
The scope of this research focused on analysing the jargon used by
Baristas based on two theories, The first is Halligan (2004) elaborates four forms
of jargon. They consist of acronym, abbreviation, word, and phrase. The second is
Yule (2006: 211) says that jargon is a special technical vocabulary associated with
a particular area of work or interest.

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter explained about the review of related which consisted with
some previous study and some conceptual framework.
A. Previous Studies
There are two previous studies reviewed by the researcher related
to

the jargon.

First, Aditya Eko Sigit Wicaksono (2010) in his thesis

“AnAnalysis of Military Jargon in a Video Game: Call of Duty 4 Modern
Warfare”. This study analyzed the form, function, and meaning of jargon.
There are 107 jargons found in this study. The result of form classifications
shows that 55 jargons belong to word, 25 phrases, 21 abbreviations, and 6
acronyms. The similarity of this study with Wicaksono(2010) study is
Wicaksono(2010) and the researcher investigated and analyzed the jargon
used by community, However there is a difference between Wicaksono’s
study and the researcher’s study, the difference is about subject of the study.
Wicaksono’s study tried to observe jargon used by Military Jargon in a Video
Game: Call of Duty 4 Modern Warfare, however the researcher’s study tried
to observe the jargon used by barista in kopi api coffee shop which is located
in Jalan Komplek Ruko Pasar Segar RA3, Panakkukang, Makassar.
Another similar study has been conducted by Ardiyanto (2014) had
conducted the study about “Jargon used by Stylist in Rabel Beauty Salon
Galunggung Malang”. She used descriptive qualitative study as the research
6
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design. 4 stylist who work at Salon became the informants at her study. She
chose them because those 4 stylists are the senior in rabel beauty salon. In this
study, Ardiyanto (2014) found 19 (nineteen) jargons used by Stylist In Rabel
Beauty Salon Galunggung Malang based on the theory proposed by Yule
(1996).
Based on the

previous research above, the researcher found out

similarities and differences with those two studies. The similarity of this study
with Ardiyanto’s study is Ardiyanto and the researcher investigate and analyze
the jargon used by community. However there is a difference between
Ardiyanto’s study and the reseracher’s study, the difference is about subject of
the study. Ardiyanto’s study tried to observe jargon used by Stylist in Rable
Beauty Salon Galunggung Malang, however the researcher’s study tries to
observe the jargon used by Baristas in Kopi Api Coffee Shop Makassar which
is located in Kompleks Ruko Pasar Segar RA3, Panakkukang ,Makassar.
Furthermore, the similarity of this study with Ardiyanto’s study and the
researcher investigate is analyze the study focuses on the used of jargon as
communication. However there is a difference between Ardiyanto’s and
the researcher’s in terms of setting. The previous study try to observe the used
of jargon use by PC World Magazine, however the researcher tries to observe
the Jargon Used by Baristas in Kopi Api Coffee Shop Makassar which is
located in Jalan Komplek Ruko Pasar Segar RA3, Panakkukang ,Makassar.
Those

two previous

studies

give

additional

knowledge

to

the

researcher, since the researcher also conducts a study of jargon in a
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community. From the previous studies, she learns the ways how to analyze
the jargon occur in certain community such as IT community and stylist
community. Those two studies that have been review make the researcher
curious and try to find out and analyze the jargon used in Kopi Api Coffee
Shop Makassar, the meaning, the form and how to use jargon in
communication.
B. Partinent Ideas
In this chapter, the researcher presented the discussion about the
theories and previous studies underlying this research. The main theory of
this research is sociolinguistics which is focused on Jargon Used by Baristas
in Kopi Api Coffee Shop Makassar.
1. Sociolinguistics
Yule (2005:239) believes that Sociolinguistics deals with the interrelationship between languange and society. In addition, Holmes (2001:1)
remarks that Sociolinguistics is concerned with the relationship between language
and the context in which it is used. Examining the way people use language in
different social contexts provide a wealth information about the way language
works, as well as about the social relationships in a community, and the way
people signal aspects of their social identity through the language. One of the goal
of sociolinguistics is to understand the correlation between social factors (such
as social status, age, background, and interest) and linguistics variation and
ordering of linguistic constraints with respect to variability of rules. It means that
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people who have different background of life, different social

status

and

different interest or job, they also have different way to speak. Different
way to speak means that they have they own rules in the way they
communicate among each other. It can be different langguage or dialect or even in
accent. Then Wardhaugh (1986:2) describes that Sociolinguistics will concern
with investigating the relationship between language and society with the
goal of a better understanding of the structure of language and of how
laguages function in communication. Furthermore, language has an important
role for society in the way they communicate amongeach other. Language is
also become a tool of communication. Without language, it will be difficult
to understand what the people want to share. That’s why language become
important thing, it is because people can not interact with each other without using
language.
2. Language variation
Language variation is an important part of sociolinguistics. Language
variation is the variety of languages that we use to communicate each other
in everyday life. Wardaugh (1998: ) finds “In speech community, people who
use language as means of communication in their community are remarkably
varied. No one speaks same way all the time, and people constantly exploit the
nuances of the language they speak for a wide variety purposes”. The way
people use language or the way they speak when they have communication is
different from each other. Social class, behavior, tradition, culture is very
influence

the

way people speak itself. So it can be assumed that the life
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background has an important role to determine the characteristic of every people,
including the way they speak.
Hudson (1996:24) defines “ a variety is a set of linguistics items with the
sense of mutual intelligible, which means that among people who are in
communication which one another they will understand each other. It can be seen
from the way they pronounce the words, how they construct phrases and
the grammatical features”. Meanwhile, Turnip (2014:17) says “people
participating in recurrent communication situations tend to develop similar
vocabularies, similar feature of intonations, and characteristic bit of syntax
and phonology that they use in these situations”. Jargon is part of language
variation
3. Jargon
a. Definition
Everybody always hear about Jargon, specially in mass media with used
strange words to utterance something. Fromkin et al (2007:470) emphasize that
jargon is used by different professional and social groups in so extensive and so
obscure in meaning. Jargon refers to the unique vocabulary used by particular
groups of people to facilitate communication providing a means of bonding, and
exclude outsiders. Therefore, jargon may be used as a barrier to keep
outsiders from understanding something.
Akmajian et al, (2001:302-303) explain that Jargon as special or
technical vocabulary has a relationship with standard language which provides
new items to be transformed by jargon. The vocabulary items result from
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morpheme and transformation of lexical items borrowed from a particular
language. It means that original form of the old item is hidden by the
transformation. For example, the word “prep” is the abbreviation from the word
“prepare”. Brown and Attardo (2000:118-119) say Jargon is some special terms
that refer to the activity of occupational varieties. It is used for the purpose of not
letting the meaning or other understand, to show the identity of the group that
become a special characteristics of the group itself, and to establish the
relationship between in-groups memberships. In conclusion, jargon is a way
to express the feeling of the community and also have their own specific
language. Actually, some people out of the certain group can understand what the
member of group say. They also state that jargon has two main functions as
follows:
1. Jargon

provides speakers

of

specialized

domains

with

clear,

unambiguous terms to refer to their activities.
2. Jargon provides speakers of a sub-group with a means of marking ingroup
membership and excluding outsiders.
It can be defined that jargon is just known by the “in-group” of a
community. People in the outside cannot understand anymore about utterance or
the term uttered by using jargon. Jargon can be stated as an untouchable language,
whereas the meaning is not easy to be understood by all people. Jargon can leave
someone’s feeling excluded from the conversation.
In additon, Ary et al (1992:62) assumes that jargon is a barrel of language
that deliberately used by certain but not understood by people outside the circle.
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Jargon is usually concerned with the special vocabulary used in a prticular field of
life. Sometimes the term jargon confuses us, because in fact the Jargon is a kind
of word or sentence of speech used in groups of pople in the same field, which
may be unknown to others.
Yule (2006: 211) says that jargon is a special technical vocabulary
associated with a particular area of work or interest. In social terms, jargon helps
to create and maintain connections among those who see themselves as ‘insiders’
in some way and to exclude ‘outsiders’. It is often taken place inside a register.
Hornby (1995: 296) also states that jargon consists of technical words or
expressions used by a particular profession or group of people and difficult for
others to understand. The group here can be a professional or social group.
Furthermore, Spolsky (1998: 33) defines jargon as speech used by marked
group of people such as a trade or occupation. A specialized bond between
members of in-group and enforce boundaries outside. If the people do not
understand a certain jargon, it means that they do not belong to a certain group.
Jargon can be useful for conveying meaning precisely and effectively for specific
communities. However, it may also exclude and/or confuse those who are not “ingroup”. Thus, speakers and writers need to be aware of their audiences when
deciding to use jargon appropriately.
Moreover, Crystal (2003) defines jargon as the technical vocabulary or
idiom of special activity or group. The reality is that everyone uses jargon; it is an
essential part of the network or occupation and pursuits which make up a society.
All jobs present an element of jargon, which workers learn as they develop their
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expertise. All hobbies require mastery of a jargon. All sports and games have their
own jargon. Each society grouping has its jargon. The occupation of person
causes his language to vary, particularly in the use he makes of technical terms.
The phenomenon of using jargon therefore, turns out to be universal and valuable.
Jack and Schmidt (2002: 278) define jargon as spoken or written words
and expressions used by a group of people who belong to a particular trade,
profession, or any other group bound together by common attention, example; the
jargon of law, medical jargon. A jargon has its own set of words and expressions,
whichmay be incomprehensible to an outsider. The term jargon is typically not
used by the group but by those unfamiliar with that particular type of language.
Jargon is sometimes compared to slang because both have the same
senses as kinds of shorthand of language. However, the line of demarcation
between jargon and slang is open to dispute because slang is sometimes defined in
such way to overlap almost completely with the definition of jargon (Allan and
Burridge, 2006: 68).
Allan (2001: 172) proposes three criteria in identifying a jargon. First, it
can be identified by its lexical markers such as specialized used vocabulary,
idiom, and abbreviations. Second, a jargon can be identified by its syntactical
markers, imperative and passive sentences. Third, a jargon is identified by its
presentational markers in terms of prosodic (voice quality, amplitude, rhythm) and
format in which the context is presented.
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Chaika’s theory (1982:56) telling that jargon appears in two ways.
Firstly, it is shaped in the form of new words. Secondly, it appears in the form of
existed words as common people know. In conclusion, jargon is technical
language of some fields such as a trade, profession, or similar group using unusual
vocabulary, complex phrasing, and unclear meaning. It is an exclusive term in
which mostly known by the insiders, users of the jargon instead of the outsiders
and people who do not belong to be field.
There are some motivations of creating jargon. First, it is used to exclude
the people or novices, there who do not belong to. If a person does not understand
a jargon of group as it means as it mean he does not belong to that group. Jargon
can give a person a sense of belonging to a specific group. Jargon is an effective
signal for identification. It is effective when it is used in the group where the
jargon created or occurs. Another motivation of creating jargon is communicative
efficiency. If something has to be frequently mentioned, it is more economical to
have a single word to refer to it than a length phrase. It knows that jargon uses
items already existing in language and then extend their meaning and function.
Jargon rarely uses completely new words or construction. Practically, the words
are old but with new meaning and different meaning.
b. Forms of jargon
Forms of jargon is the physical appearance of a term or combined terms
that results important technical meanings. Halligan (2004) elaborates four forms
of jargon. They consist of acronym, abbreviation, word, and phrase.
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1) Acronym
The first form of jargon is acronym. It is formed from the initial letters
of a set of other word. Yule (2006: 57) believes that acronyms are formed from
the initial letters of the words in name, title or phrase. It can be pronounced as a
single word, for example UNICEF that stands for United Nations Children’s
Fund, NATO for North Atlantic Treaty Organization, NASA for National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, and UNESCO for United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. There are many acronyms that
become everyday terms such as laser (‘light amplification by stimulated emission
of radiation’) and radar (‘radio detecting and ranging’). Names for organizations
are often intended to have their acronym represent an appropriate term, as in
‘mothers against drunk driving’ (MADD) and ‘women against rape’ (WAR).
Some new acronyms come into general use so quickly that many speakers do not
think of their component of meanings. Innovation such as PIN (‘personal
identification number’) is regularly used with one of their elements.
2) Abbreviation
Talking about abbreviation, there are two theories that can be used as the
basis for explaining it. The first theory is proposed by Culpeper (2009: 109) who
mentions that an abbreviation is formed by taking the initial letters which does not
result in well-formed syllables. Thus, unlike an acronym, an abbreviation cannot
be pronounced as if a word. The people should spell as what the initial letters are,
such as USA which is pronounced /yu es ai/ instead of /yusa/. The second theory
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is proposed by Fromkin, et al. (2002: 84). They say that abbreviation is intended
to simplify words or combined words by putting one or some syllables of the
original word/ words. It can be formed by longer words or phrases such as phone
for telephone, math for mathematics, board for blackboard, and fridge for
refrigerator. By taking the only initial letters of each word that has already
contained complete information such as BBC standing for British Broadcast
Corporation, using abbreviation might increase more efficient communication,
(Allan and Burridge, 2006: 89).
3) Word
Leech in Culpeper et al. (2009: 109) mention that a word is not merely
defined as the smallest form that can occur by itself as an utterance as it can also
be manipulated by syntax such as what occur in sentence structure of an active
sentence and passive sentence. Meanwhile, Finegan (2004: 40) proposes four
informations dealing with a word. First, people should be able to identify a word’s
sound and the sequencing. It is related with phonological information. Second,
people should be able to identify a word’s meaning which is related to semantic
information. Third, people should be able to identify how related words such as
the plural form of a noun or past tense of a verb are formed. It deals with
morphological information. Fourth, people should be able to identify a word’s
category and how to use it in a larger composition, such as sentence.
In relation to a word’s class, word is divided into content word and
function word (Fromkin, et al., 2003: 64). A content word is a word which
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determines thing, quality, state, or action. It has meaning when it is used alone. It
consists of nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. On the other hand, a function
word is a word which has little meaning on its own. It is used to show
grammatical relationships in and between sentences. It consists of conjunctions,
prepositions, articles, and pronoun.
4) Phrase
According to Culpeper (2009: 130-135), a phrase, a group of words
which form a grammatical unit, has a main word that is called a head. It is the
only word that has to occur in the phrase. A phrase does not contain a finite-verb
and does not have a subject-predicate structure. The modifier, putting before as
well as after the head, is optional.

CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This chapter consists of Research Method, Object of The Research,
Research Instrument, Collecting Data Procedure, and Data Analysis Technique
A. Research Method
In this research, the researcher used descriptive qualitative method,
because the type of that research in this study was textual analysis which
intended to analyze jargon that used by Baristas in Kopi Api Coffee Shop
Makassar.
Fraenkel (1993) says that qualitative research refers to research
investigation of the quality of relationship, activities, situations, or material.
It is concluded that descriptive qualitative is to define and describe what the
phenomena that is analyzed by researcher. From the statement above, the
researcher conclude that this research is conducted to understand and describe the
reality. The meaning, the form and how the jargon used by Baristas in Kopi Api
Coffee Shop Makassar.
B. Object of Research
The object of this research are all the Baristas in Kopi Api Coffee Shop.
The are seven Baristas Kopi Api Coffee Shop Makassar. Kopi Api Coffee Shop
Makassar is located in Kompleks Ruko Pasar Segar RA3, Panakkukang Makassar.
The researcher chose Kopi Api Coffee Shop because, the Baristas used Jargon to
communicate in working. The researcher used all Baristas as participant because
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there were only 7 Baristas and in order to got the valid data. The researcher
collected data as long as the data were saturated.
C. Research Instrument
In conducting this research, the researcher collected the data using
observation sheet and interview sheet as the instruments. Observation sheet was
used for taking an important data that related to the jargon used by Baristas in
order to know the form of the jargon used by Baristas in Kopi Api Coffee Shop.
Interview sheet was used to known all the meaning of the Jargon used by Baristas
in Kopi Api Coffee Shop.
D. Data Collecting Procedure
The data collecting prosedures of this research are ;
1. The researcher observed and recorded all conversations which
contained jargon by using camera from researcher’s handphone.
2. The researcher took notes from the conversation and utterance of the
Baristas which were containing as jargon which related to the
problems and the purpose of the study
3. The researcher selected the data which contained jargon when the
Baristas talked to each other and filled out the observation sheet. The
procedures of collecting data in this research were presented in
chronological as followed other.
4. The researcher interviewed one of the Baristas who was qualified and
knowledgeable about those jargons. He became the senior in this
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community, as the informant to known and understood about the
meaning of the jargon used, and then the researcher wrote down the
result in the interview sheet.
5. Data Analysis Technique
After the data are collected, the next step was data analyzed. Furthermore,
the researcher would analyzed the data based on procedure as follows:
1.

First, found the meaning of jargon and the researcher analyzed the
data. The researcher determined forms of jargon used by Barista in
Kopi Api Coffe Shop using Halligan’s theory(2004:98).

2.

secondly, the researcher observed the way of using jargon by Baristas
in Kopi Api Coffee Shop Makassar based on Yule’s theory(2006:211).

CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter was divided into two parts, they were findings and
discussion. The findings consisted of the jargon used by Baristas in Kopi Api
Coffee Shop Makassar and the form of jargon itself. Then the discussion was
related to what have been found from the findings, theoritical framework, and
the previous studies to answer the problems.
A. Findings
The data of this study were taken from the utterances used by Baristas in
Kopi Api Coffee Shop Makassar and the meaning of jargon used when they
communicated to each other and the result of the interview concerned the
jargon used by Barista. The observation had been done for 3 times. The
researcher divided the records into 16 parts because the researcher paused the
recording when the barista did not blended coffee, served customer and trained
new barista. The researcher only chose the topics that contained appropriate
words of jargon in this study to be analyzed. After the process of data
reduction, the researcher of this study came up with 37 data from 3 sessions
and 16 parts data records. The process of the reduction based on the
appropriate data which were related to the theories used by the researcher.
Moreover the data selection was based on the criteria made by presented
researcher.
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1. The Used of Jargon Forms by Baristas in Kopi Api Coffee Shop
Halligan’s theory (2004:98) explained about forms of jargon which are
four forms of jargon. They are acronym, abbreviation, word, and phrase.
The researcher found all forms of jargon based on Halligan’s theory
(2004:98). They were: acronym, abbreviation, word, and phrase. The findings
were as follow:
a. Acronym
The first form of jargon is acronym. It is formed from the initial letters
of a set of other word. Yule (2006:57) believes that acronyms are formed
from the initial letter of the words in name, title or phrase. Acronyms
which are pronounced as a word and containing only initial letters; e.g.,
NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration), Radar / ‘rei,da:r/
Radio Detecting and Ranging), COBOL / ‘keubol/ (Common Business
Oriented Language), etc. The acronym find by the researcher is OZ and
presented as follow:
Extract 1 : Blending Session (00:04) 2nd video (3rd day)
Mila

: Kak, ada 6 OZ satu nah?
(Brother, is there 6 OZ One please!)

Brother Alif

: 6 OZ satu
( 6 OZ one, please! )

This conversation (Extract 1 ) was taken on October 14th 2016 at
9.28 pm. There were two speakers namely Mila and Brother Alif. In this
part, uttarance was happened when the baristas were blending coffee. Mila
asked to brother Alif to make a coffee with 6 OZ. In conversation Mila
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said OZ, that OZ wa part of an acronym based on Halligan’s theory
(2004:98).
The context of this condition was blending session. OZ is a size of
glass, 1 OZ = 30 ml.
b. Abbreviation
The second is an abbreviation. Culpeper (2009:109) who mentions
that an abbreviation is formed by taking the initial letters which does not
result in well-formed syllables. The people should spell as what the initial
letters are, such as USA which is pronounced /yu es ai/ instead of /yusa/.
The abbreviation found by the researcher is OCD and presented as follow:
Extract 2 : Blending Session (00:04) 5th video (2rd day)
Brother Wandi : Tidak ada ji yang pake OCD ini?
( Does no one use OCD? )
Brother Isra

: Tidak
( No! )

This conversation (Extract 2 ) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
6.54 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Wandi and Brother
Isra. In this part, Brother wandi wanted use to the OCD and made sure that
nobody used it. In this conversation, Brother Wandi said OCD, that OCD
is a part of Abreviation based on Halligan’s theory (2004:98).
The context of this condition was blending session. OCD (Ona
Coffee Distribution) is one of the tool that used to make sure that the
coffee in porta filter has been flat.
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c. Word
The third is word. Culpeper (2009:109) mentions that a word is not
merely defined as the smallest form that can occur by itself as in sentence
structure of an active sentences and passive sentence. The words found by
the researcher are Split, Tamping, Cupping, Tester, Roasting, Flushing,
Pouring, Blooming, Gassing,

Grinder, Liquid, Aeropress, Calibration,

Apron, Steam, Condensed, Filter, Straw, and Topping.
Extract 3: Blending session (00:45) 1st video (1st day)
Brother Tutu : Satu, dua, tiga, empat.
(One, two, three, four.)
Brother Isra

: Iya, lama sekali ku Split
( Yes, I split it so long )

This conversation(Extract 3) was taken on October 4th 2016 at
3.37 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Isra and Brother Tutu.
In this part, Brother Tutu counted the result of the art coffee and Brother
Isra explained why the lines in art coffee are 4, because he Split too long.
In this part, Brother Isra said Split, that Split was part of word group in
jargon form based on Halligan’s theory (2004:98).
The context of this conversation was blending session. Split is
throw a little bit, such as when the barista steam milk they need to throw
the foam of the milk little bit.
Extract 4: Blending session (00:04) 5th video (1st day)
Mila

: Kak, apa dibikin?
(Brother, what are you doing?)

Brother Isra

: Lagi Tampingka ini
( I am Tamping now )
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This conversation(Extract 4) was taken on October 4th 2016 at
4.12 pm. There were two speakers namely Mila and Brother Isra. In this
part, Mila asked about what brother isra did. He said that he was tamping
the coffee. In this conversation, Brother Isra said Tamping, that Tamping
was a part of word group in jargon form based on Halligan’s theory
(2004:98).
The context of this utterance was in blending process. Tamping is
the proccessing to make the coffee flat and before to put the coffee in the
machine.
Extract 5: Training session (00:33) 6th video (1st day)
Trainer

: Kak, itu ditimbang?
(Brother, is it weighted?)

Brother Isra

: Iya, mau Cupping dulu
( Yes, I will be Cupping first )

This conversation(Extract 5) was taken on October 4th 2016 at
4.20 pm. There were two speakers namely Trainer and Brother Isra. In this
part they were talking about the proccess. Which they uttered something
that included in word group of jargon form, based on Halligan’s theory
(2004:98). In this video that consisted of 00.33 duration, Brother Isra
mentioned Cupping, which Cupping itself was a proccess to know the
quality of coffee.
The context of this utterance was in blending process. Cupping is
the proccessing to check the taste of the coffee before the barista serve to
the customers.
Extract 6: Serving session (00:06) 1st video (2nd day)
Brother Wandi: Ada es kopi susu kekinian
(There is kopi susu kekinian)
Customer

: Nanti tidak kusuka kak
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( I am afraid. I don’t like it )
Brother Wandi: Nanti ku bikinkan Tester kalau mau
(I will make a Tester if you want)
This conversation(Extract 6) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
4.38 pm. There were two speakers namely Customer and Brother Wandi.
In this part, brother wandi offer the new variant in Kopi Api Coffee Shop
to the customer. But, the customer did’t want because she did not believe
that the coffee had a good taste. Brother wandi gave a solution that he
would make a Tester for the customer. In this case, Brother Wandi said
Tester, That Tester was a part of word group in jargon form based on
Halligan’s theory (2004:98).
The context of this utterance was in Serving process. Tester is a
drink that is made by the barista but not for sale, just for trying such as
new variant or flavor.
Extract 7: Blending session (00:038) 2nd video (2nd day)
Brother Isra

: Aih, bukan anu. Cippeki itu
(Aih, not. It is imperfect)

Brother wandi : Sudah ku patah memang
(I have already broken it)
Brother Isra

: Kentaraki, kayak biji muda
(It’s discernible, it’s like a young seed )

Brother Wandi: Kayak Roastingannya mas Pepeng
(It looks like Mr.Pepeng’s Roasting)
This conversation(Extract 7) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
5.18 pm. There were two speakers namely brother Isra and Brother Wandi.
In this condition,Brother Wandi and Brother Isra were talking about the
coffee seed. Brother Isra believed that was young seed and Brother Wandi
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said that he had broken the seed. Brother wandi remembered that the result
of the roasting seems like Mr.Pepeng’s Roasting.
In this converstion, Brother Wandi said Roasting, that Roasting
was a part of word group in jargon form based on Halligan’s theory
(2004:98).
The context of this utterance was in blending process. Roasting is
processing of burn the coffee by machine before they used the coffee.
Extract 8: Blending session (00:06) 2nd video (2nd day)
Brother Isra

: Tolong Flushing dulu
(Please, Flushing it first!)

Brother wandi : Okey
(Okay)
This conversation(Extract 8) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
5.18 pm. There were two speakers namely brother Isra and Brother Wandi.
In this part, Brother Isra asked Borther Wandi to Flushing. Flushing
included the category in word group of jargon form based on Halligan’s
theory (2004:98).
The context of this utterance was in Blending session. Flushing is
the sterilization proccess for the glass.
Extract 9: Blending session (02:35) 2nd video (2nd day)
Brother Isra

: Videoka nanti Pouring nah?
(Record me when I am Pouring, please!)

Brother wandi : Mauko apa lagi?
( What are you going to do?)
Brother Isra

: Mauja upload ki
(I just want to upload it)
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This conversation(Extract 9) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
5.18 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Isra and Brother
Wandi. In this condition, Brother Isra wanted to recording himself in
Pouring process. Brother Isra said Pouring, that Pouring was part of
word group in jargon form based on Halligan’s theory (2004:98).
The context of this utterance was in Blending process. Pouring is the
proccessing to pour the milk in the coffee. Sometimes barista making a
picture such as leaf and love in this proccess.
Extract 10: Blending session (03:35) 2nd video (2nd day)
Brother Isra

: Untuk meningkatkan eksibilitasnya, kita
Blooming dulu
(To increase it’s eksibility, we must be
Blooming first)

Brother wandi : Cepatko nah!
(Hurry up please!)
Brother Isra

: Iyo! Masih gassingki
(Yes, it’s still gassing)

This conversation(Extract 10) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
5.18 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Isra and Brother
Wandi. In this condition, uttarance Blooming was part of word group
based on Halligan theory (2004:98). Brother Isra said Blooming in 03.35
to gave information for Brother Wandi.
The context of this uttarance was blending proccess. Blooming is
proccessing to extrication the gass from the coffee is served to the
customer.
Extract 11: Blending session (03:35) 2nd video (2nd day)
Brother Isra

: Untuk meningkatkan eksibilitasnya, kita
blooming dulu
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(To increase it’s eksibility, we must be
blooming first)
Brother wandi : Cepatko nah!
(Hurry up please!)
Brother Isra

: Iyo! Masih Gassingki
(Yes, it’s still Gassing)

This conversation(Extract 11) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
5.18 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Isra and Brother
Wandi. Brother Isra said the coffee still in Gassing proccess. In this case,
Brother Isra said that Gassing included the category in the word group of
jargon form based on Halligan theory (2004:98).
The context of this uttarance was Blending session. Gassing is the
condition that the coffee still contains much gass.
Extract 12: Blending Session (07:10) 2nd video (2nd day)
Mila

: Sudah meki pake ini Grinder?
(Have you used this Grinder?)

Brother Tutu : Iyo, pakemi kalau mau
(Yes, you can use it if you want)
This conversation(Extract 12) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
5.18 pm. There were two speakers namely Mila and Brother Tutu. In this
conversation, Mila asked to Brother Tutu about Grinder because she
wanted to use it. Mila sait Grinde, that Grinder was part of word group of
jargon form based on Halligan theory (2004:98).
The context of this uttarance was blending session. Grinder is a
tool that is used to grind from seed to be powder. The smoothness is
depend on what kind of coffee they want to make.
Extract 13: Blending Session (07:45) 2nd video (2nd day)
Brother Tutu : Lagi apako?
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(What are you making?)
Brother wandi : Ambilkan Liquid dulu bro
(Take the Liquid , please!)
This conversation(Extract 13) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
5.18 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Wandi and Brother
Tutu. In this part, in 07.45 the uttarance Liquid was said by Brother Wandi
concluded the category in word group of jargon form based on Halligan’s
theory (2004:98).
The context of this uttarance was Blending session. Liquid is
concentrate of coffee that have passed the proccessing by the machine
Extract 14: Serving Session (11:02) 2nd video (2nd day)
Mila

: Totalnya 20.000, Aeropress yah?
(The total is 20.000. Aeropress isn’t it?)

Customer

: Iya
(Yes)

This conversation(Extract 11) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
5.18 pm. There were two speakers namely Mila and Customer. In this
conversation, Mila asked to Customer that his coffee would made it by
Aeropress. Mila said Aeropress , that Aeropress was part of word based
on Halligan theory (2004:98).
The context of this uttarance was serving session. Aeropress is
manual tool to make a coffee.
Extract 15: Blending Session (00.20) 5th video (2nd day)
Brother Wandi: Takutka Calibration
(I am afraid to Calibration)
Brother Isra

: Oh, normal mo pade
(Just the normal one)
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This conversation(Extract 15) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
6.54 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Wandi and Brother
Isra. In this condition, Brother Wandi wanted to changing the container of
the grinder but he was afraid to Calibration again. Brother Wandi said
Calibration, that Calibration was included the category in word group of
jargon form based on Halligan (2004:98).
The context of this uttarance was blending session. Calibration is
the proccessing to make a same perseption about the kinds of coffee that
will be serve to Customer.
Extract 16: Blending Session (00.25) 5nd video (2nd day)
Brother Isra

: Ambilkanka dulu Apronku
(Take my Apron, please)

Brother Tutu : Tunggu
(Wait a second)
This conversation(Extract 16) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
6.54 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Isra and Bother Tutu.
In this case, Brother Isra asked Brother to took his Apron. This
conversation, Brother Tutu said Apron, that Apron ws part of word group
in jargon form based on Halligan’s theory (2004:98).
The context of this uttarance was blending session. Apron is
special clothes that is used by baristas when they are working.
Extract 17: Blending session (00.50) 5nd video (2nd day)
Brother Isra

: Saya Steam mi ini susu wandi
(I Steam this milk wandi )

Brother wandi : Iyo
(Yeah)
This conversation(Extract 17) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
6.54 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Isra and Brother wandi.
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In this condition, Brother Isra asked permission to Steam the milk. Steam
was concluded the category in the word group of jargon form based on
Halligan’s Theory (2004:98).
The context of this uttarance was blending session. Steam is
proccessing to warm and form the foam of milk.
Extract 18: Blending Session (01.12) 6th video (2nd day)
Brother dwi

: 20 gram Condensed
(20 grams Condensed)

Brother wandi : Oke
(Okay)
This conversation(Extract 18) was taken on October 10th 2016 at 7.21
pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Dwi and Brother Wandi. In
this conversation, Brother Dwi gave suggestion for Brother Wandi to put
20 grams Condensed. Brother Dwi said Condense, that Condensed was
part of word group in jargon form based on Halligan’s theory (2004:98).
The context of this uttarance was blending session. Condensed is
another name of full cream milk.
Extract 19: Blending Session (00.08) 7th video (2nd day)
Brother Alif

: Woy, bonbon
(Woy, bonbon)

Brother Wandi: Wih, habis Filterku
(Omg! My Filter is over)
Brother Dwi : Banyaknya di situ
(There are so much filter there)
This conversation(Extract 19) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
8.11 pm. There were three speakers namely Brother Alif, Brother Wandi
and Brother Dwi. In this caes, Brother Wandi said that he had no Filter.
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Filter was included the category in the word group of jargon form based
on Halligan’s theory (2004:98).
The context of this uttarance was blending session. Filter is a tool
to strain the coffee.
Extract 20: Blending Session (02.19) 8th video (2nd day)
Brother Dwi : Dimana ki itu Straw yang baru?
(Where is the new Straw?)
Brother wandi : Di atas piring
(On the plate)
This conversation(Extract 20) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
8.14 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Dwi and Brother
Wandi. This conversation Brother Dwi was looking for the Straw. Brother
Dwi said Straw, that Straw was part of word in jargon form based on
Halligan’s ((2004:98).
The context of this uttarance was blending session. Straw is a thing
to suck drink, such as ice coffee or chocolate blend.
Extract 21: Serving Session (01.14) 1st video (3rd day)
Customer

: Ada Topping nggak?
(Is there any Topping)

Brother Dwi : Kita ngga ada Topping
(We have no Topping)
This conversation(Extract 21) was taken on October 14th 2016 at
9.07 pm. There were two speakers namely Customer and Brother Dwi. In
this condition, the Customer asked about the Topping but kopi api had no
Topping. Topping was included the category in the word group of jargon
form based on Halligan’s theory (2004:98).
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The context of this uttarance was serving session. Topping is a
complemet that must be put on top of the coffee, chocolate blend or ice
cream.
Extract 22: Training Session (01.25) 2nd video (3rd day)
Brother Alif

: Ini namanya Scale
(This is Scale)

Trainer

: Apa gunanya kak?
(What is the function?)

Brother Alif

: Gunanya itu untuk menimbang kopi, karena
setiap jenis kopi punya ukuran beratnya
masing-masing
(The function is weigh coffee, because every
kind of coffee has their own heavy.)

This conversation(Extract 22) was taken on October 14th 2016 at
9.28 pm. There were two speakers namely Trainer and Brother Alif.
Brother Alif explained the function of Scale to the Trainer. This
conversation, Brother Alif said Scale, that Scale was group word of jargon
form based on Halligan’s theory (2004:98).
The context of this uttarance was training session. Scale is the tool
that used to know how much the weigh of coffee.
d. Phrase
Leech in Culpeper et al. (2009:130-135) say phrase is a group of
words which form a grammatical unit, has a main word that is called a
head. It does not contain a finite verb and does not have a subject-predicate
structure.Phrase found by the researcher are Double Shoot, Manual Brew,
Porta Filter, Single Origin, Knock Box, Stick Sugat, Syirup Sugar, Grain
Size, Flow Raid, Guest Bends, Shooter Glass, House Blend, Basic
Espresso, Single Porta, and Double Porta
Extract 23: Serving Session (01.13) 2nd video (1st day)
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Brother Dwi : Double Shoot ini espressonya?
(Is the espresso Double Shoot?)

Customer

: Iya!
(Yes, it is)

This conversation(Extract 23) was taken on October 4th 2016 at
3.45 pm. There were two speakers namely Customer and Brother Dwi. In
this part, Brother Dwi offered the customer about Double Shoot to the
sutomer. In this conversationn, Brother Dwi said Double Shoot. That
Double Shot was part of phrase in jargon form based on Halligan theory
(2004:98).
The context of this uttarance was serving cutomer. Double Shoot
is espresso with the container two times from usual.
Extract 24: Training session (00.04) 3rd video (1st day)
Brother Wandi: Ini Manual Brew
(This is Manual Brew)
Trainer

: Manual apa?
(What Manual?)

Brother Wandi: Manual Brew
(Manual Brew)
This conversation(Extract 24) was taken on October 4th 2016 at
3.37 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Wandi and Trainer. In
this part, Brother Wandi explained what he doing was Manual Brew to the
Trainer. This conversation Brother Wandi said Manual Brew, that was
Manual Brew was included the category in the phrase group of jargon
form based on Halligan’s theory (2004:98).
The context of this uttarance was training session. Manual Brew is
the coffee that making by the manual tool.
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Extract 25:Training Session (00.13) 4th video (1st day)
Trainer

: Ini Namanya Porta Filter
(It’s named as Porta Filter)

Brother Isra

: Ohiya kak
(Oh, yes brother)

This conversation(Extract 25) was taken on October 4th 2016 at
4.00 pm. There were two speakers namely Trainer and Brother Isra. In this
condition, brother Isra explained the tools in making coffee by machine
such as Porta Filter. This conversation, Brother Isra said Porta Filter.
That Porta Filter was the part of phrase in jargon form based on
Halligan’s theory (2004:98).
The context of this uttarance was training session. Porta Filter is a
place to compact the coffee before get the concentract.
Extract 26:Training session (00.35) 4th video (1st day)
Trainer

: Kopi apa namanya ini kak?
(What is the name of this coffee?)

Brother Isra

: Itu namanya kopi Single Origin
(That is Single Origin coffee)

This conversation(Extract 26) was taken on October 4th 2016 at
3.37 pm. There were two speakers namely Trainer and Brother Isra. In this
part, Brother Isra answered the quetion from the Trainer that was Single
Origin. Single Origin was included the category in the word group of
jargon form based on Halligan’s theory (2004:98).
The context of this uttarance was training session. Single Origin is
the coffee that come from the same village.
Extract 27:Training Session (01.06) 4th video (1st day)
Trainer

: Kalau ini apa?
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(What about this?)
Brother Isra

: Itu namanya Knock Box
(That is Knock Box)

This conversation(Extract 27) was taken on October 4th 2016 at
3.37 pm. There were two speakers namely Trainer and Brother Isra. Knock
Box was uttared by Brother Isra. That Knock Box was part of phrase in
jargon form based on Halligan’s theory (2004:98).
The context of this uttarance was Training session. Knock Box is a
place to throw the dregs of coffee.
Extract 28:Serving Session (01.23) 4th video (1st day)
Brother Tutu : Mau pake Stick Sugar atau Syrup Sugar?
(Do you want to give Stick Sugar or syrup
sugar?)
Customer

: Yang syrup sugar Saja
(Just the Syrup Sugar one)

This conversation(Extract 28) was taken on October 4th 2016 at
3.37 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Tutu and Customer. In
this condition, Broter Tutu made option among Stick Sugar or syrup sugar
for the customer. This conversation, Brother Tutu said Stick Sugar. That
Stick Sugar was part of phrase in jargon form based on Halligan’s theory
(2004:98)
This context of this uttarance was serving session. Stick Sugar is
sugar that is in a sachet.
Extract 29:Serving Session (01.23) 4th video (1st day)
Brother Tutu : Mau pake stick sugar atau Syrup Sugar?
(Do you want to give Stick Sugar or Syrup
Sugar?)
Customer

: Yang Syrup Sugar Saja
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(Just the Syrup Sugar one)
This conversation(Extract 29) was taken on October 4th 2016 at
3.37 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Tutu and Customer. In
this conversation, the Customer chose Syrup Sugar. Customer said Syrup
Sugar, that included the category in phrase group of jargon form based on
Halligan’s theory (2004:98)
The context of this uttarance was serving session. Syrup Sugar is
the sugar have being thin.
Extract 30:Blending Session (01.33) 2nd video (2nd day)
Brother Isra

: Mauka liatki Grain Size apa na pake. Oh,
ka na kasih halus memang
(I want to see what Grain Size he uses.
(Oh, He alreadt refines it)

Brother Wandi: Kopi Bastom?
(Bastom Coffee?)
This conversation(Extract 30) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
5.18 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Isra and Brother
Wandi. In this part, Grain Size was uttared by Brother Isra. Grain Size
was part of phrase in jargon form based on Halligan’s theory (2004:98)
The context of this uttarance was blending session. Grain Size is
the softness level of coffee. The barista can control the Grain Size, depend
on what they need.
Extract 31:Blending Session (04.32) 2nd video (2nd day)
Brother Isra

: Flow Raidnya jangan terlalu kencang
(for Flow Raid, don’t be too fast)

Brother Wandi: Ok
(Okay)
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This conversation(Extract 31) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
5.18 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Isra and Brother
Wandi. In this case, Brother Isra gave a warning to brother Wandi about
the Flow Raid. Flow Raid was categorized as phrase group of jargon form
based on Halligan’s theory (2004:98).
The context of this uttarance was blending session. Flow Raid is
the water that falling down in coffee.
Extract 32:Serving Session (00.09) 3rd video (2nd day)
Customer

: Apa kopi yang kau recommend hari ini?
(Do you have any recommend coffee for
today? )

Mila

: Guest Beans kita hari ini itu Bastom
(Our Guest Beans today is Bastom)

Customer

: Oh, saya pesan itu
(Oh, I order it)

This conversation(Extract 32) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
3.37 pm. There were two speakers namely Mila and Customer. Guest
Beans was uttared by Mila. Guest Beans was categorized as Phrase group
of jargon form based on Halligan’s theory (2004:98).
The context of this uttarance was serving session. Guest Beans is
the coffee that recommed in a day.
Extract 33:Blending Session (04.32) 4th video (2nd day)
Brother Giant : Ambil dulu Shooter Glass satu
(Take a Shooter Glass, please! )
Brother Tutu : Iya kak
(Yes brother)
This conversation(Extract 33) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
6.43 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Giant and Brother
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Tutu. Brother Giant asked Brother Tutu to took Shooter Glas. This
converstation, Brother Giant said Shooter Glass. That Shooter Glass was
part of phrase group in jargon form based on Halligan’s theory (2004:98).
The context of this converasation was Blending Session. Shoother
Glass is a glass to measuring container of the coffee.
Extract 34:Serving Session (00.14) 5th video (2nd day)
Mila

: Mau coba House Blend dari Kopi Api?
(Do you want to try House Blend from
Kopi Api)

Customer

: Hmm, apa itu?
(Hmm, what is this?)

Mila

: Trimasketir, cuman ada di Kopi Api
(Trimasketi, only in Kopi Api)

Customer

: Ohiya, bikinkanma
(Oh yeah, make it for me)

This conversation(Extract 34) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
5.18 pm. There were two speakers namely Mila and Customer. House
Blend was uttared by Mila when she was offering the coffee. House Blend
was categorized as phrase group of jargon form based on Halligan’s theory
(2004:98).
The context of thid uttarance was serving session. House Blend is
coffee blend that you can’t find in another coffee shop. In Kopi Api, they
called Trimasketir their House Blend.
Extract 35:Serving session (00.10) 1st video (3rd day)
Brother Alif

: Mau Basic Espresso?
(Do you want Basic Espresso?)

Customer

: Iya
(Sure!)
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This conversation(Extract 35) was taken on October 14th 2016 at
9.07 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Alif and Customer.
Brother alif gave suggestion to chose Basic Espresso. This conversation,
Brother Alif said Basic Espresso, that Basic Espresso was part of phrase
group in jargon form based on Halligan’s theory (2004:98).
The context of this uttarance was serving session. Basic Espresso
is a drink but the basic substance is coffee.
Extract 36:Training session (01.25) 2nd video (3rd day)
Brother Alif

: Wang ini porta, porta itu ada dua. Single
Porta dan Double Porta
(This is porta, there are to portas. They are
Single Porta and Double Porta)

Trainer

: Kalau yang ini pakai apa?
(What about the porta that you use?)

Brother Alif

: Ini Double Porta
(this is Double Porta)

This conversation(Extract 36) was taken on October 14th 2016 at
9.28 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Alif and Trainer.
Brother Alif explained the kind of Porta, like Single Porta. This
conversation, Brother Alif said Single Porta. Single Porta was
categorized as phrase group of jargon form based on Halligan’s theory
(2004:98).
The context of this uttarance was training session. Single Porta is a
porta filter with one way. One way it means that the concentract liquid of
coffee is flowing only in one hole.
Extract 37:Training session (01.25) 2nd video (3rd day)
Brother Alif

: yang ini porta, porta itu ada dua. Single
Porta dan Double Porta
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(This is porta, there are to portas. They are
Single Porta and Double Porta)
Trainer

: Kalau yang ini pakai apa?
(What about the porta that you use?)

Brother Alif

: Ini Double Porta
(This is Double Porta)

This conversation(Extract 37) was taken on October 14th 2016 at
9.28 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Alif and Trainer.
Double Porta was uttared by Brother Alif. Double Porta was part of
phrase group in jargon form based on Halligan’s theory (2004:98).
2. The Way of Using Jargon by Baristas in Kopi Api Coffee
Shop Makassar in Communication
The reseacher found that the jargon used by Barista in three
session. They are blending session, serving session and training session. Yule
(2006:211) says that jargon is a special technical vocabulary associated with a
particular area of work or interest. In this research, the researcher found that
Barista used the jargon only in working area.
a. Blending Session
The first session was blending. Blending session is the session when
Baristas are making an order for their customer. In this session, Baristas only
talking with their friend. Baristas also use jargon to communicate.
Extract 38 : Blending Session (00:04) 2nd video (3rd day)
Mila

: Kak, 6 OZ(ounce) satu nah?
(Brother, 6 OZ(ounce) One please!)

Brother Alif

: 6 OZ(ounce) satu
( 6 OZ(ounce) one, please! )

This conversation (Extract 38) was taken on October 14th 2016 at
9.28 pm. There were two speakers namely Mila and Brother Alif. In this
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part, the words that i had been bold was the way Mila asking Brother Alif
to made a coffee for the customer. The Baristas only talked with their
friend. Mila and brother Alif were Baristas in Baristas of Kopi Api Coffee
Shop Makassar.
Extract 39 : Blending Session (00:04) 5th video (2rd day)
Brother Wandi : Tidak ada ji yang pake OCD ini?
( Does no one use OCD? )
Brother Isra

: Tidak
( No! )

This conversation (Extract 39) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
6.54 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Wandi and Brother
Isra. In this condition, the barista used the jargon to communicated but
only among baristas. Brother Wandi want to used the OCD, but he asked
Brother isra to made sure that nobody was using it. Brother Wandi and
Brother Isra were Baristas in Kopi Api Coffee Shop.
Extract 40: Blending session (00:45) 1st video (1st day)
Brother Tutu : Satu, dua, tiga, empat.
(One, two, three, four.)
Brother Isra

: Iya, lama sekali ku Split
( Yes, I split it so long )

This conversation(Extract 40) was taken on October 4th 2016 at
3.37 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Isra and Brother Tutu.
In this part, they used jargon in communicated. Brother isra said “yes, i
split it so long” to explained what happen with the coffee.
Extract 41: Blending session (00:04) 5th video (1st day)
Mila

: Kak, apa dibikin?
(Brother, what are you doing?)

Brother Isra

: Lagi Tampingka ini
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( I am Tamping now )
This conversation(Extract 41) was taken on October 4th 2016 at
4.12 pm. There were two speakers namely Mila and Brother Isra. In this
condition, they were used jargon to communicate in working area. “I am
Tamping now” it proved that Mila and Brother Isra used jargon in
working area.
Extract 42: Blending session (00:038) 2nd video (2nd day)
Brother Isra

: Aih, bukan anu. Cippeki itu
(Aih, not. It is imperfect)

Brother wandi : Sudah ku patah memang
(I have already broken it)
Brother Isra

: Kentaraki, kayak biji muda
(It’s discernible, it’s like a young seed )

Brother Wandi : Kayak Roastingannya mas Pepeng
( It looks like Mr.Pepeng’s Roasting)
This conversation(Extract 42) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
5.18 pm. There were two speakers namely brother Isra and Brother Wandi.
In this conversation, the jargon used by Baristas in Kopi Api Coffee Shop
Makassar to communicated in working area. Such as Brother Wandi said
“it look like Mr.Pepeng’s Roasting” when he were talking with Brother
isra. They were using jargon among Baristas.
Extract 43: Blending session (00:06) 2nd video (2nd day)
Brother Isra

: Tolong Flushing dulu
(Please, Flushing it first!)

Brother wandi : Okey
( Okay)
This conversation(Extract 43) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
5.18 pm. There were two speakers namely brother Isra and Brother Wandi.
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In this part, Brother Isra order to Brother wandi to Flushing. Flushing was
jargon of Barista. They are Baristas in Kopi Api Coffee Shop Makassar
and used the jargon in communicated each other.
Extract 44: Blending session (02:35) 2nd video (2nd day)
Brother Isra

: Videoka nanti Pouring nah?
(Record me when I am Pouring, please!)

Brother wandi : Mauko apa lagi?
( What are you going to do?)
Brother Isra

: Mauja upload ki
(I just want to upload it)

This conversation(Extract 44) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
5.18 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Isra and Brother
Wandi. In this condition, Brother isra said “record me when i am
Pouring, please!”, it proved that Barista used jargon to communicated
when they were talking in working area.
Extract 45: Blending session (03:35) 2nd video (2nd day)
Brother Isra

: Untuk meningkatkan eksibilitasnya, kita
Blomming dulu
(To increase it’s eksibility, we must be
Blomming first)

Brother wandi : Cepatko nah!
(Hurry up please!)
Brother Isra

: Iyo! Masih gassingki
(Yes, it’s still gassing)

This conversation(Extract 45) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
5.18 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Isra and Brother
Wandi. In this converasation, Brother isra said “to increase it’s eksibilitas,
we must be Blomming first” it was contain jargon. So, when Baristas were
working, they used jargon.
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Extract 46: Blending session (03:35) 2nd video (2nd day)
Brother Isra

: Untuk meningkatkan eksibilitasnya, kita
blomming dulu
(To increase it’s eksibilitas, we must be
blomming first)

Brother wandi : Cepatko nah!
(Hurry up please!)
Brother Isra

: Iyo! Masih Gassingki
(Yes, it’s still Gassing)

This conversation(Extract 46) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
5.18 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Isra and Brother
Wandi. In this condition, brother isra explained what happened with the
blending coffee process to Brother Wandi. He said “yes, it’s still Gassing”.
Extract 47: Blending session (07:10) 2nd video (2nd day)
Mila

: Sudah meki pake ini Grinder?
(Have you used this Grinder?)

Brother Tutu : Iyo, pakemi kalau mau
(Yes, you can use it if you want)
This conversation(Extract 47) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
5.18 pm. There were two speakers namely Mila and Brother Tutu. In this
conversation, Mila said “have you used this Grinder?”, the question was
contain jargon. It meant that they used jargon to communicated each other.
Extract 48: Blending session (07:45) 2nd video (2nd day)
Brother Tutu : Lagi apako?
(What are you doing?)
Brother wandi : Ambilkan Liquid dulu bro
(Take the Liquid , please!)
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This conversation(Extract 48) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
5.18 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Wandi and Brother
Tutu. In this part, Brother Wandi asked Brother Tutu to took liquid for
him. They were talking in working area and using jargon. Like brother
Wandi said “take the Liquid , please!”to Brother Tutu for asking help. It
proved that in working area, they used jargon to communicated.
Extract 49: Blending session (00.20) 5th video (2nd day)
Brother Wandi: Takutka Calibration
(I am afraid to Calibration)
Brother Isra

: Oh, normal mo pade
(Just the normal one)

This conversation(Extract 49) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
6.54 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Wandi and Brother
Isra. In this part, the Baristas only talked with their friend. Brother Wandi
said “I am afraid to Calibration” when he was talking with Brother isra.
Extract 50: Blending session (00.25) 5nd video (2nd day)
Brother Isra

: Ambilkanka dulu Apronku
(Take my Apron, please)

Brother Tutu : Tunggu
(Wait a second)
This conversation(Extract 50) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
6.54 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Isra and Bother Tutu.
In this case, the Barista used the jargon to communicated but only among
Baristas. Brother Isra asked help to Brother Tutu and said “Take my
Apron, please”.
Extract 51: Blending session (00.50) 5nd video (2nd day)
Brother Isra

: Saya Steam mi ini susu Wandi
(I Steam this milk Wandi )
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Brother wandi : Iyo
(Yeah)
This conversation(Extract 51) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
6.54 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Isra and Brother wandi.
In this condition, “I Steam this milk Wandi ” it was waid by Brother Isra
when he gave information what he was doing. They talked each other and
used jargon in Kopi Api Coffee Shop Makassar.
Extract 52: Blending session (01.12) 6th video (2nd day)
Brother dwi

: 20 gram Condensed
(20 grams Condensed)

Brother wandi : Oke
(Okay)
This conversation(Extract 52) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
7.21 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Dwi and Brother
Wandi. In this conversation, the jargon used by Baristas in Kopi Api
Coffee Shop Makassar to communicated in working area. Brother Dwi
gave suggestion that how much condensed Brother Wandi should gave to
the coffee and he said “20 grams Condensed”.
Extract 53: Blending session (00.08) 7th video (2nd day)
Brother Alif

: Woy, bonbon
(Woy, bonbon)

Brother wandi : Wih, habis Filterku
(Omg! My Filter is over)
Brother dwi

: Wanyaknya di situ
(There are so much filter there)

This conversation(Extract 53) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
8.11 pm. There were three speakers namely Brother Alif, Brother Wandi
and brother Dwi. In this case, they were in Kopi Api Coffee Shop for
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working and they used jargon to communicated. Brother Wandi was
looking for filter and said “omg! My Filter is over” . what he had said
before was contain a jargon.
Extract 54: Blending session (02.19) 8th video (2nd day)
Brother dwi

: Dimana ki itu Straw yang baru?
(Where is the new Straw?)

Brother wandi : Di atas piring
(Above the plate)
This conversation(Extract 54) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
8.14 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Dwi and Brother
Wandi. This conversation, Brother Dwi said “Where is the new Straw?”
when he was talking with Brother Wandi in working area. It means that
they use their jargon when they were in working area.
Extract 55:Blending session (01.33) 2nd video (2nd day)
Brother Isra

: Mauka liatki Grain Size apa na pake. Oh, ka na
kasih halus memang
(I want to see what Grain Size he uses. Oh, he
already refines it)

Brother Wandi: Kopi Bastom?
(Bastom Coffee?)
This conversation(Extract 55) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
5.18 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Isra and Brother
Wandi. In this part, “I want to see what Grain Size he uses. Oh, he
already refines it” it was said by Brother isra. The researcher found that it
was contain a jargon of barisa. So, it can be conclude that Barista in Kopi
Api Coffee used jargon when they worked.
Extract 56:Blending session (04.32) 2nd video (2nd day)
Brother Isra

: Flow Raidnya jangan terlalu kencang
(For Flow Raid, don’t be too fast)
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Brother Wandi: Ok
(Okay)
This conversation(Extract 56) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
5.18 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Isra and Brother
Wandi. In this case, Brother Isra gave a warning to brother Wandi about
the Flow Raid. Flow raid was one of their jargon and they used it in this
conversation.

Extract 57:Blending session (04.32) 4th video (2nd day)
Brother Giant : Ambil dulu Shooter Glass satu
(Take a Shooter Glass, please! )
Brother Tutu : Iya kak
(Yes brother)
This conversation(Extract 57) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
6.43 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Giant and Brother
Tutu. Brother Giant asked Brother Tutu to took Shooter Glass. “Take a
Shooter Glass, please!”, it proved that they use their jargon whatever the
condition.
b. Training Session
The second session is training. Training session is the session when
Baristas are teaching the new barista about how to blend a coffee, use all
the tools and the jargon of barista. In this session, Baristas not only talking
with their friend. In this session, Baristas used jargon to communicated
with the trainer.
Extract 58: Training session (00:33) 6th video (1st day)
Trainer

: Kak, itu ditimbang?
(Brother, is it weighted?)
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Brother Isra

: Iya, mau Cupping dulu
( Yes, I will be Cupping first )

This conversation(Extract 58) was taken on October 4th 2016 at
4.20 pm. There were two speakers namely Trainer and Brother Isra. In this
part, showed one of the process in blend a coffee and Brother Isra said”
yes, i will be Cupping first”. It can prove that jargon not only used by
Baristas in communicated each other but also with the Trainer.

Extract 59: Training session (00.04) 3rd video (1st day)
Brother Wandi: ini Manual Brew
(This is Manual Brew)
Trainer

: Manual apa?
(What Manual?)

Brother Wandi: Manual Brew
(Manual Brew)
This conversation(Extract 59) was taken on October 4th 2016 at
3.37 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Wandi and Trainer. In
this part, Brother Wandi used a jargon in communcated with the trainer.
He said” This is Manual Brew”. There wss phrase Manual Brew, that was
jargon of Barista.
Extract 60:Training session (00.13) 4th video (1st day)
Trainer

: Ini Namanya Porta Filter
(It’s named as Porta Filter)

Brother Isra

: Ohiya kak
(Oh, yes brother)

This conversation(Extract 60) was taken on October 4th 2016 at
4.00 pm. There were two speakers namely Trainer and Brother Isra. In this
condition, Brother Isra showed a tool in blending a coffee to the trainer
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and used the jargon in explaining. Brother Isra said” This is Manual
Brew” while showed the tool to the Trainer. Brother Isra used jargon not
only withe their friend but also the Trainer.
Extract 61:Training session (00.35) 4th video (1st day)
Trainer

: Kopi apa namanya ini kak?
(What is the name of this coffee?)

Brother Isra

: Itu namanya kopi Single Origin
(that is Single Origin coffee)

This conversation(Extract 61) was taken on October 4th 2016 at
3.37 pm. There were two speakers namely Trainer and Brother Isra. In this
part, Brother Isra answered the quetion from the Trainer “that is Single
Origin coffee”. It proved that when they were in working they used
jargon.
Extract 62:Training session (01.06) 4th video (1st day)
Trainer

: Kalau ini apa?
(What about this?)

Brother Isra

: Itu namanya Knock Box
(That is Knock Box)

This conversation(Extract 62) was taken on October 4th 2016 at
3.37 pm. There were two speakers namely Trainer and Brother Isra. In this
case, they proved that not only with their friend jargon is used but also
with the Trainer. As long as they talked in working are, they used their
jargon. Like in this conversation, Brother Isra said “that is Knock Box” to
the Trainer.
Extract 63:Training session (01.25) 2nd video (3rd day)
Brother Alif

: Yang ini porta, porta itu ada dua. Single
Porta dan Double Porta
(This is porta, there are to portas. They are
Single Porta and Double Porta)
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Trainer

: Kalau yang ini pakai apa?
(What about the porta that you use?)

Brother Alif

: Ini Double Porta
(This is Double Porta)

This conversation(Extract 63) was taken on October 14th 2016 at
9.28 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Alif and Trainer. In this
part, Brother Alif said “this is porta, there are to portas. They are Single
Porta and Double Porta” to explained the kinds of porta. The explanation
from Brother Alif contained jargon of Barista. So, in working area they
talked which is containing jargon.
Extract 64:Training session (01.25) 2nd video (3rd day)
Brother Alif

: Yang ini porta, porta itu ada dua. Single
Porta dan Double Porta
(This is porta, there are to portas. They are
Single Porta and Double Porta)

Trainer

: Kalau yang ini pakai apa?
(What about the porta that you use?)

Brother Alif

: Ini Double Porta
(This is Double Porta)

This conversation(Extract 64) was taken on October 14th 2016 at
9.28 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Alif and Trainer. In this
condition, Brother Alif showed the part of machine that he used to the
trainer and said “this is Double Porta”. He used jargon even talked with
the Trainer.
c. Serving Session
The last session is serving. Serving session is the session when Baristas
are serving the customer, what they want to drink and answer all the
questions of them about the coffee. In this session, Baristas not only using
jargon with their friend but also with the Customer.
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Extract 65: Serving session (00:06) 1st video (2nd day)
Brother Wandi: Ada es kopi susu kekinian
(There is kopi susu kekinian)
Customer

: Nanti tidak kusuka kak
( I am afraid. I don’t like it )

Brother Wandi: Nanti ku bikinkan Tester kalau mau
(I will make a Tester if you want)
This conversation(Extract 65) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
4.38 pm. There were two speakers namely Customer and Brother Wandi.
In this part, brother wandi offered the new varian in to the customer. He
said “I will make a Tester if you want “ and the place they were
interacting in Kopi Api Coffee Shop. It meant he used jargon to all the
people during in the working area.
Extract 66: Serving session (11:02) 2nd video (2nd day)
Mila

: Totalnya 20.000, Aeropress yah?
(The total is 20.000, Aeropress isn’t it?)

Customer

: Iya
(Yes)

This conversation(Extract 66) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
5.18 pm. There were two speakers namely Mila and Customer. In this
conversation, Mila asked to Customer and said “The total is 20.000,
Aeropress isn’t it?”. It proved that Mila used jargon not only with the
Barista in Kopi Api Coffee Shop but also with her Customer.
Extract 67: Serving session (01.14) 1st video (3rd day)
Customer

: Ada Topping nggak?
(Is there any Topping)

Brother Dwi : Kita ngga ada Topping
(We have no Topping)
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This conversation(Extract 67) was taken on October 14th 2016 at
9.07 pm. There were two speakers namely Customer and Brother Dwi. In
this condition, the Customer asked about “is there any Topping” but Kopi
Api Coffee Shop had no Topping. Topping was one of jargon barista and
Brother Alif used this word to communicated with Customer.
Extract 68: Training session (01.25) 2nd video (3rd day)
Brother Alif

: Ini namanya Scale
(This is Scale)

Trainer

: Apa gunanya kak?
(What is the function?)

Brother Alif

: Gunanya itu untuk menimbang kopi, karena
setiap jenis kopi punya ukuran beratnya
masing-masing
(The function is weigh coffee, because every kind of
coffee has their own heavy)

This conversation(Extract 68) was taken on October 14th 2016 at
9.28 pm. There were two speakers namely Trainer and Brother Alif.
Brother Alif explained the function of Scale to the Trainer. This
conversation, Brother Alif used jargon scale to communication with the
Trainer in working area.
Extract 69: Serving session (01.13) 2nd video (1st day)
Brother Dwi : Double Shoot ini espressonya?
(Is the espresso Double Shot?)
Customer

: Iya!
(Yes, it is)

This conversation(Extract 69) was taken on October 4th 2016 at
3.45 pm. There were two speakers namely Customer and Brother Dwi. In
this part, Brother Dwi offered the Customer about Double Shoot to the
Cusutomer. In this conversationn, Brother Dwi used jargon to
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communicate with the customer. So, as long as the were walking in
working area. Barista will used jargon, even with the Customer.
Extract 70:Serving session (01.23) 4th video (1st day)
Brother Tutu : Mau pake Stick Sugar atau Syrup Sugar?
(Do you want to give Stick Sugar or syrup sugar?)
Customer

: Yang syrup sugar Saja
(Just the Syrup Sugar one)

This conversation(Extract 70) was taken on October 4th 2016 at
3.37 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Tutu and Customer. In
this condition, Broter Tutu made options among Stick Sugar or syrup
sugar for the Customer. This conversation, Brother Tutu said “Do you
want to give Stick Sugar or syrup sugar?”. That Stick Sugar was part
jargon Barista but Brother Tutu used it to communicated with the
Customer, because the condition still in working area.
Extract 71:Serving session (01.23) 4th video (1st day)
Brother Tutu : Mau pake stick sugar atau Syrup Sugar?
(do you want to give Stick Sugar or Syrup
Sugar?)
Customer

: Yang Syrup Sugar Saja
(just the Syrup Sugar one)

This conversation(Extract 71) was taken on October 4th 2016 at
3.37 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Tutu and Customer. In
this condition, the Customer chose Syrup Sugar. The customer used jargon
because Brother Tutu asked him with jargon first.
Extract 72:Serving session (00.09) 3rd video (2nd day)
Customer

: Apa kopi yang kau recommend hari ini?
(Do you have any recommend coffee for
today? )
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Mila

: Guest Beans kita hari ini itu Bastom
(Our Guest Beans today is Bastom)

Customer

: Oh, saya pesan itu
(Oh, I order it)

This conversation(Extract 72) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
3.37 pm. There were two speakers namely Mila and Customer. Mila gave
information about the coffee and said “Our Guest Beans today is Bastom”
to the Customer. Mila used jargon in working area, although with the
Customer.
Extract 73:Serving session (00.14) 5th video (2nd day)
Mila

: Mau coba House Blend dari Kopi Api?
(Do you want to try House Blend from
Kopi Api?)

Customer

: Hmm, apa itu?
(Hmm, what is this?)

Mila

: Trimasketir, cuman ada di Kopi Api
(Trimasketi, only in Kopi Api)

Customer

: Ohiya, bikinkanma
(Oh yeah, make it for me)

This conversation(Extract 73) was taken on October 10th 2016 at
5.18 pm. There were two speakers namely Mila and Customer. Mila
offered a variant of coffee what was avalaible in Kopi Api Coffee Shop
Makassar to the Customer. She said “Do you want to try House Blend
from Kopi Api?”, it proved that jargon of baristas can be used with the
other people such as Customer.
Extract 74:Serving session (00.10) 1st video (3rd day)
Brother Alif

: Mau Basic Espresso?
(Do you want Basic Espresso?)
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Customer

: Iya
(Sure!)

This conversation(Extract 74) was taken on October 14th 2016 at
9.07 pm. There were two speakers namely Brother Alif and Customer. In
this part, Brother alif offered Basic Espresso to the customer. He used the
jargon when talked with customer. So, Brother Alif used jargon to
communicate in working area even he is not talk with barista.
B. Discussion
In this part, the researcher discussed the data of jargon Baristas in Kopi
Api Coffee Shop. The researcher analayzed the jargon forms based on using
Halligan’s theory (2004) and also discussed the way of using jargon by
Baristas to communicate based on Yule’s theory (2006).
In this part, the researcher discussed more about jargon used by Baristas
in Kopi Api Coffee shop when they blended coffee, served cutomer and trained
new barista. The researcher also discussed about the meaning of jargon itself.
From the findings, the researcher found the Baristas in Kopi Api Coffee Shop
used 39 jargons during they blended coffee, served customer and trained new
barista. They used a particular word that is called jargon. They have their own
jargon and used it in their field in order to make their communication became
easier to be understood by people in this community.
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1. Form of jargon used by baristas in Kopi Api Coffee Shop
The researcher found that Baristas in Kopi Api Coffee Shop use jargon
in working area. The jargon that they use has form, Halliga (2004:98)
elaborates jargon in four forms, they are acronym, abbreviation, word and
phrase,
a. Acronym
Acronym is an expression or a word shortened. Those words were
spoken as a shortened form of the word itself rather than the full form actual
words. Generally, the acronym using stands for the initial letter of each word
that is abbreviated and it’s pronounced as say the word instead letter by letter.
According to Yule (2006: 57) states that acronyms are formed from the initial
letters of the words in the name, title or phrase.
The researcher found acronym according to Haligan's theory (2004:98),
which is used by baristas, in extract 35 the researcher found 1 acronym used
by baristas. In extract 35 in serving session when Mila asked to Brother Alif to
make a coffee with 6 OZ. Mila said “brother, is there 6 OZOne please!” and
Brother Alif said “6 OZ one, please!”.
b. Abbreviation
Leech in Culpeper et al (2009: 109) says that an abbreviation is formed
by taking the initial letters which does not result in well-formed syllables.
Based on Halligan’s theory (2004:98. The researcher found 1 abbreviation in
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extract 24 when the baristas did blending session. In extract 24, Brother
wandi said “does no one use OCD?” from this extract Brother Giant explained
that OCD (Ona Coffee Distribution) is one of the tool that used to make sure
that the coffee in porta filter has been flat.
Besides that, abbreviation is a shortened form a word or prhase.
Abbreviation is an expression that is pronounced letter by letter. There are 2
kinds of abbreviation, they are; shortening and initialism. But the researcher
just found initialism jargon abbreviation that used by barista in kopi api coffee
shop, that is OCD.
c. Word
Word is a unit of a language that carries meaning and consists of one or
more morphemes. Generally word consists of a base word without or with
multiple affixes. Culpeper (2009: 109) mentions that a word is not merely
defined as the smallest form that can occur by itself as an utterance as it can
also be manipulated by syntax such as what occur in sentence structure of an
active sentence and passive sentence.
The researcher found 21 words that is used by barista in kopi api coffee
shop when in working area, one of that is in extract 1, when the barista
blending process, Brother Isra said “yes, i split it so long”. Split itself included
in word group of jargon form according to Halligan’s theory (2004:98).
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d. Phrase
Leech in Culpeper et al (2009: 130-135), a phrase, i.e. a group of words
which form a grammatical unit, has a main word that is called a head. It is the
only word that has to occur in the phrase.
In this research, the research found 14 phrases that is used by barista in
kopi api coffee shop in the working area according to Halligan’s theory
(2004:98). One of them is in extract 3, When Brother Wandi said “This is
Manual Brew“ Brother wandi told the new barista that Manual Brew for
blending process of make a coffee by the manual way. The context of this
sentence is when the barista told the new barista.
2. How are The Jargon Used by Barista in Kopi Api Coffee Shop
Makkassar in Communicate
Yule (2006:211) says that jargon is a special technical vocabulary
associated with a perticular area of work or interest. The researcher found that
the jargon not only used by Barista in Kopi Api Coffee Shop but also another
people such as customer and the trainer. The researcher devide the jargon used
by Baristas in Kopi Api Coffee Shop in three session, they are blending
session, training session and serving session.
a. Blending Session
Blending session is the session when Baristas are making an order
for their customer. In this session, Baristas only talking with their friend. In this
session, Baristas use jargon to communicate.
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The researcher found 20 times in blending session that the Barista
use jargon to communicate with their friends. According to Yule’s theory
(2006:211), which is used by baristas in extract 1. When in working are, they
used jargon to communicate. Mila said “brother, 6 OZ(ounce) one please”. In
this condition, Baristas use jargon in woking area.
b. Training Session
Training session is the session when Baristas are teaching the new
barista about how to blend a coffee, use all the tools and the jargon of barista.
In this session, Baristas not only talking with their friend. In this session,
Baristas use jargon to communicate with the trainer.
The researcher found 7 times in training session Baristas
communicate with the trainer used jargon. According Yule’s theory
(2006:211), which is used by baristas in extract 21. Actually Baristas not only
use their jargon with their friends but also another people such as trainer.
Brother Isra said “ yes, it will be cupping first”. In this case, barista used the
jargon to talked with the trainer.
c. Serving Session
Serving session is the session when Baristas are serving the
customer, what they want to drink and answer all the questions of them about
the coffee. In this session, Baristas not only using jargon with their friend but
also with the customer.
The researcher found 11 times in serving session Baristas
communicate with the people except part of them. According Yule’s theory
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(2006:211), which is used by Baristas in exact 28. Brother Wandi said “i will
make a Tester if you want” to the customer. The baristas used jargon in
working area although they are their customers.
Related to the previous study was conducted from Aditya Eko Sigit
Wicaksono (2010) in his thesis “AnAnalysis of Military Jargon in a Video
Game: Call of Duty 4 Modern Warfare”. This study analyzed the form,
function, and meaning of jargon. There are 107 jargons found in this study. The
result of form classifications show that 55 jargons belong to word, 25 phrases,
21 abbreviations, and 6 acronyms. The similarity of this research with
Wicaksono’s research, Wicaksono and the researcher analyzed the jargon used
by community and they found that the dominant form of jargon were word
form. However there is a difference between Wicaksono’s research and the
researcher’s research, the difference was about subject of the research and the
researcher also observed about the way of using jargon by Baristas in Kopi Api
Coffee Shop. But, Wicaksono’s research observed the function of jargon used
by Military Jargon in a Video Game: Call of Duty 4 Modern Warfare.
The second, Ardiyanto (2014) had conducted the study about “Jargon
used by Stylist in Rabel Beauty Salon Galunggung Malang”. She found 19
(nineteen) jargons used by Stylist In Rabel Beauty Salon Galunggung Malang
based on the theory proposed by Yule (1996). The difference her study with
this study is she observed the reason why the stylist in Rabel Beauty Salon
Galunggung Malang used jargon in communicating. Actually, the theory that
her research and this research used was same but in different year. However,
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the researcher observed the forms of jargon and the way of using jargons by
Baristas in Kopi Api Coffee Shop. The similiarity of this research with
Ardianto’s (2014) study were they obrserved the community as their object.
This study focused on Jargon Used by Baristas in Kopi Api Coffee Shop and
her study focused on Jargon used by Stylist in Rabel Beauty Salon
Galunggung Malang.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
This chapter presents the conclusion of the study and the
suggestion of the researcher would like to give. This chapter is divided
into two sections. They are conclusions and suggestions. The detail of
each section will be presented below.
A. Conclusions
After analyzing the data, the researcher can answer two problems
concerning the forms of jargon used by Baristas in Kopi Api Coffee Shop
and the way of using jargon Baristas in Kopi Api Coffee Shop Makassar in
communicate. Related to the forms of jargon, they are acronym,
abbreviation, word, and phrase. Word places the most frequent one
because some jargons are constituted from word. To make them simpler,
word is used that the communication takes place more effective.
The second conclusion, the researcher devided the part of jargon
used into three parts. They are blending session, training session and
serving session. The Baristas used jargon for 20 times in blending session,
because in blending session Baristas were talking with their friend who
include in Barista community.
It can be concluded that jargon used by Baristas in Kopi Api
Coffee Shop Makassar has form. Although, some forms can’t be found as
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many as another forms. Jargon also can be used to communicate to another
people even they are not Barista, provided that still in working area.
B. Suggestions
The researcher thinks that research on jargon is not too much.
There are still many infamiliar language can be researched for instance, in
movie community, military academy, police academy, etc. There are still
many aspects

in language

which have not been

revealed yet, for

example how jargon has influence in society. The researcher hopes that
this research inspire for next researcher to be able to research more about
another community.
Jargon is part of language variety. People can understand language
variety

not only on jargon terms, but also other term

through this

research. Social background is one of causes language variety. The
researcher hopes this study can enrich the understandimg of Barista
jargon and also knowledge about the diversity oanguage in the world.
The researcher suggests that if the Baristas will upgrade their
jargon, they will make acronym and abbreivation form for make all the
forms equal.
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APPENDICES

Observation Sheet
NO

JARGON

ACRONYM

ABBREVIATION

WORD

PHRASE

1

OZ

√

2

OCD

3

Split

√

4

Tamping

√

5

Cupping

√

6

Terster

√

7

Roasting

√

8

Flushing

√

9

Pouring

√

10

Blooming

√

11

Gassing

√

12

Grinder

√

13

Liquid

√

14

Aeropress

√

15

Calibration

√

16

Apron

√

17

Steam

√

18

Condensed

√

19

Filter

√

20

Straw

√

21

Topping

√

22

Scale

√

23

Double Shoot

√

24

Manual Brew

√

25

Porta Filter

√

26

Single Origin

√

27

Knock Box

√

28

Stick Sugar

√

√

29

Syrup Sugar

√

30

Grand Size

√

31

Flow Raid

√

32

Guest Bens

√

33

Shooter Glass

√

34

House Blend

√

35

Basic Espresso

√

36

Single Porta

√

37

Double Porta

√

TOTAL

1

1

19

16

TRANSCRIBE
Day 1 (4th October 2017)
1st Video (15.37)
*suara musik*
* music on*
Kak Isra, laki-laki yang menggunakan baju merah dan kaca mata
(Brother Isra, a men who wear red clothes and glasses)
Brother Tutu : *menyanyi*Satu, dua, tiga, empat.
*singing* (One, two, three, four.)
Brother Isra

: Iya, lama sekali ku Split *meminum segelas kopi*
( Yes, i split it so long ) *drink a cup of coffee*
2nd Video (15.40)

Brother Isra

: Mauki apa kopinya?
(what kind of coffee do you want?)

Brother Alif

: mauki coba? *menunjukkan kopi yang ada dalam toples)
(do you want to try?) *show the coffee in the topless*

Customer

: iya yang inimo
(yes, i want it)

Brother Dwi

: Double Shoot ini espressonya?
(Is the espresso Double Shoot?)

Customer

: Iya!
(Yes, it is)
3rd video (15.47)

*suara grinder*
Brother Wandi: Ini Manual Brew
(This is Manual Brew)
Trainer

: Manual apa?
(What Manual?)

Brother Wandi: Manual Brew

(Manual Brew)
Trainer

: oh, iya!
(Oh, yeah!)

Brother Wandi: biasanya ini kopi hitam pakai cara begini
(usually, black coffee using this way)
Trainer

: kalau Americano?
(How about Americano?)

Brother Wandi: kalau Americano pake mesin espresso
(Americano using espresso machine)
4th Video(16.00)
Brother Isra

: Ini namanya porta *memperlihatkan alat yang di maksud*
(it’s named as porta) *show the tool that he means*

Trainer

: ohiya kak
(oh yeah brother)

*suara musik*
Trainer

: ini apa kak ?
(brother, what is this?)

Brother Isra

: itu namanya kopi single origin
(that is single origin coffee)

*kak Isra lanjut membuat pesanan*
*Brother Isra continue to make an order*
Trainer

: kalau ini apa?
(What about this ?)

Brother Isra

: itu namanya knock box
(It is knock box)

Brother Tutu : take a way guys, green tea
(take a way guys, green tea)
Brother Tutu : mau pake stick sugar atau syrup sugar?
(do you want to give stick sugar or syrup sugar?

Customer

: yang syirup sugar saja
( just the syrup sugar one)
5th Video (16.12)

Mila

: kak, apa dibikin?
(brother, what are you doing?)

Brother Isra

: lagi tampingka ini
(i am tamping now)

* suara musik*
*music on*
6th video (16.20)
New Barista

: kak, itu lagi apa?
(brother, what are you doing?)

*Btother Isra did not answer*
Brother Isra

: pergi mki bro, waktunyami
(just go bro, this is the time)

New Barista

: kak, itu ditimbang?
(brother, is it weighted?)

Brother Isra

: iya mau cupping dulu
( yes, i will be cupping first)

*tiba-tiba listrik padam*
*suddenly the extinguished electricity*

Day 2 (10th October 2017)
1st Video(16.38)
*suara mesin espresso*
Brother Wandi: ada es kopi susu kekinian
( there is Kopi susu kekinian)
Customer

: nanti tidak kusuka kak
( i am afraid. I don’t like it)

Brother Wandi: nanti ku bikinkan tester kalau mau
( i will make a terster if you want)
2nd Video (17.18)
Brother Isra

: *meracik sebuah kopi* tidak tau apa itu, pakeka 87
*blend a coffee* i don’t know what is this, i am using 87

Brother Wandi: kak, liatki ini *memberikan biji kopi*
(brother, please see this one) *give coffee seed*
Brother Isra

: aih, bukan anu. Cippeki itu
(aih, not. It is damaged)

Brother Wandi: sudah ku patah memang
(i have already broken it)
Brother Isra

: kentaraki, kayak biji muda
(it’s discernible, it’s like a young seed)

Brother Wandi: kayak roasingannya mas pepeng
(it looks like Mr. Pepeng’s roasing)
Brother Ista

: *mematah kopi pakai tangan* Keraski
( broke the coffee by his hand)* it is hard

*Brother Wandi takes a kettle*
Brother Isra

: tolong flushing dulu
(please, flashing it first)

Brother wandi : okey
(okay)
*Brother Isra sedang mengukur berat kopi yang akan di haluskan*
*Brother Isra is measuring waight of coffee that will be refined*
Brother Isra

: Tutu.......
(Tutu.......)

Brother Tutu : iye
(yes)
Brother Isra : mauka liatki grain size apa na pake. Oh, ka na kasih halus
ki memang

(i want to see what graind size the uses. Oh, he already
refines it)
Brother Wandi: kopi Bastom?
( Bastom coffee?)
Brother Isra

: bukan Kejo
(not Kejo)

Brother Gian : berapa nomor kantor?
(what is the number phone of the office?)
Mila

: ini kak *memperlihatkan kotak yang bertuliskan nomor
telfon*

Mila

: (this is brother) *show the square what written number
phone*

Bother Isra

: videoka nanti puring nah?
(record me when i am pouring, please!)

Brother Wandi: mauko apa lagi ?
(what are you going to do?)
Brother Isra

: mauja upload ki
( i just want to upldoad it)

Brother Wandi: ok
(okay)
Brother Isra

: untuk meningkatkan eksibilitasnya, kita blooming dulu
(to increase it’s eksibility, we must be blooming first)

Brother Wandi: cepatko nah!
(hurry up, please!)
Brother Isra

: iyo! Masih gassingki
(yes, it’s still gassing)

*beberapa detik kemudian
*a few seconds later*
Brother Isra

: flow raidnya jangan terlalu kencang
(for flow raid, don’t be too fast)

Brother wandi : ok
(okay)
*suara pintu terbuka*
*sound the door is opened*
Mila

: sudah mki pake ini grinder?
(have you used this grinder?)

Brother Tutu : iyo, pakemi kalau mau
(yes, you can use it if you want)
Brother Tutu : lagi apako?
(what are you making?)
Brother Wandi: ambilkanka liquid dulu bro
(take the liquid, please!)
*di depan meja kasir*
*on front of cashier desk*

Mila

: mauki pesan apa?
(what do you want to order?)

Customer

: yang biasa
(usual one)

Brother Isra

: pilih mki kopi yang mana *memperlihatkan kopi*
(please, choose what kind of coffee)*show the coffee*

Customer

: apa kopi yang kau recommend hari ini?
(do you have any recommend coffee for today?)

Mila

: guest beans kita hari ini itu Bastom
(our guest beans today is Bastom)

Customer

: itu saya pesan
(i order it)

Mila

: totalnya 20.000, aeropress yah?
(the total is 20.000, aeropress isn’t it?

Customer

: iya *memberikan uang*

(yes) *give money*
Mila

: terima kasih
(thank you)
4th video (18.43)

*all the Baristas are busy to blend coffee*
Brother Gian : ambil dulu shooter glass satu
(take a shooter glass, please!)
Brother Tutu : iya kak
(yes brother)
Brother Gian : terima kasih
(thank you)

5th video (18.54)
Brother Wandi : tidak adaji yang pake OCD ini?
(does no one use OCD?)
Brother Isra

: tidak
(no!)

Brother Wandi: ok
(okay)
Brother Isra : satu jamka menunggu, itu lagi lebih duluanki pak jon
datang dari terbuka pintu *tertawa*
(i am waiting for an hour, but Mr.Jon come faster than the
door open) *laughing*
*melayani pelanggan*
*serving the customer*
Customer

: mauka pesanka yang enak
(i wanna oreder the delicious one)

Mila

: mau coba house blend dari Kopi api?
(do you want to try house blend from Kopi Api?)

Customer

: hmm, apa itu?
(hmm, what is this?)

Mila

: Trimasketir, cuman ada di Kopi Api
(Trimasketir, only in Kopi Api)

Customer

: ohiya, bikinkanma
(oh yeah, make it for me)

*Di sisi lain*
*Another side*
Brother Wandi: takutka calibrationki
(i am afraid to calibration)

Brother Isra

: ohm normal mo pade
(just the normal one)

*beberapa menit kemudian*
*a few minutes later*
Brother Isra

: ambilkanka dulu apronku
(take my apron, please!)

Brother Tutu : tunggu *belajan untuk mengambil apronnya Brother Isra
(wait a second)* walking to take his apron*
Brother Isra : saya steam mi ini susu wandi?*mengeluarkan susu dari
kulkas*
( i steam this milk wandi)*take the milk from the
refrigator*
Brother wandi : iyo
(yeah)
6th Video (19.21)
Brother Tutu : haruska pakai air ini?
(should i give water?)
Brother Wandi: iyo
(yes)
Brother Tutu : bagaimana kalau pakai kopi roubusta?
(how if i using Robusta?
Brother Dwi

: 20 gram condensed

(20 grams condensed)
Brother Wandi: oke
(okay)
Brother Tutu : waktu....waktu....
(time....time....)

7th video (20.11)
Brother Alif

: woy, bonbon
(woy, bonbon)

Brother wandi : wih habis filterku
(omg! My filter is over)
Brothe Dwi

: banyaknya di situ
(there are so many filters there)

Brother Gian : masih ada satu dos
(we still have a doz)
Brother Dwi : cukupji itu sampai tutup *sambil membuat kopi untuk
pelanggan
(that is enough till we are close) *while blend a coffee for
customer*
8th Video (20.14)
Brother Alif

: longgarki tutupnya
(The cover is loose)

Brother Tutu : baby shark du du du) *menyanyi depan mesin espresso*
(baby shark du du du) *singing on front of espresso
machine*
Brother Dwi

: dimana ki itu straw yang baru?
(where is the new straw)

Brother Wandi: diatas piring
(above the plate)

Day 3 (14 October 2017)
1st Video (21.07)
*melayani pelanggan*
*serving the customer*
Brother Alif

: mau basic espresso?
(do you want basic espresso?)

Customer

:iya
(yes)

Brother Alif

: totalnya jadi 20.000
(the total is 20.000)

Customer

: *memberikan uang*
*give money*

Brother Alif

: makasih
(thank you)

Customer

: ada topping nggak?
(is there any topping?)

Brother Dwi : kita nggak ada topping
(we have no topping)
2nd Video (21.28)
Mila

: kak, 6 OZ satu nah?
( brother, 6 OZ one please!)

Brother Alif

: 6 OZ satu
(6 OZ One)

*sambil membuat pesanan, Brother Alif mencoba untuk menjelaskan kepada Barista
baru tentang alat-alat dan cara meracik kopi*
*shile make an order, Brother Alif try to explain for the new Barista about the tools
and the way of blend coffee*

Brother Alif

: ini namanya scale
(this is scale)

New Barista

: apa gunanya kak?
(what is the function?)

Brother Alif : gunanya itu untuk menimbang kopi, karena setiap jenis
kopi punya ukuran beratnya masing-masing
(the function is weigh the coffee, because every kind of
coffee has their own heavy)
New Barista

: kalau ini?
(how about this?

Brother Alif : yang ini porta, porta ituada dua. Single porta dan double
porta
(this is porta, there are two portas. They are single porta
and double porta)
New Barista : kalau ini pakai apa? *menunjuk yang sedang di pegang
Brother alif*
(what about the porta that you use) * point toward what
Brother Alif hold*
Brother Alif

: ini double porta
(this is double porta)

INTERVIEW SHEET
1st Interview (25 October 2017)
Researcher

: maaf, dengan kakak siapa saya bicara?
(sorry, with whom do i talk?)
Barista
: saya Gian
( i am Gian)
Researcher
: kalau boleh tau, sudah berapa lama kakak menjadi seorang Barista?
(may i know, how long have you been a Barista brother?)
Barista
: hampir 3 tahun
(almost three years)
Researcher
: saya mau bertanya soal makna dari jargon yang saya dapatkan
(i want to ask about the jargon that i have found)
Barista
: silahkan
(please!)
Researcher
: yang pertaman itu
(the first is split)
1. Split
:buang sedikit, seperti barista memasak susu. Mereka harus
membuang sedikit busa dari susu sedikit
Split is throw a little bit, such as when the barista steam milk they need to throw
the foam of the milk little bit.
2. Double shot
: espresso dengan jumlah 2x dari biasanya
Double Shoot is espresso with the container two times from usual.
3. Manual Brew
: kopi diseduh dengan alat manual
Manual Brew is the coffee that making by the manual tool.
4. Porta filter
: tempat dipadatkannya kopi sebelum di ekstrak
Porta Filter is a place to compact the coffee before get the concentract.
5. Single Origin
: satu kampong/ satu daerah
Single Origin is the coffee that come from the same village.
6. Knock box
: tempat membuang ampas kopi
Knock Box is a place to throw the dregs of coffee.
7. Srick sugar
: gula saset
Stick Sugar is sugar that is in a sachet.

8. Syrup Sugar
: gula cair
Syrup Sugar is the sugar have being thin.
9. Tamping
: proses pemadatan bubuk kopi
Tamping is the proccessing to make the coffee flat and before to put the coffee in
the machine.
10. Cupping
: penilaian pada kopi
Cupping is the proccessing to check the taste of the coffee before the barista
serve to the customers.
11. Tester
: coba-coba
Tester is a drink that is made by the barista but not for sale, just for try such as
new variant or flavor.
12. Roasting
: sangrai kopi
Roasting is proccessing of burn the coffee by machine before they used the coffee.
13. Flushing
: pembilasan
Flushing is the sterilization proccess for the glass.
14. Graind size
: tingkat kehalusan kopi
Graind Size is the softness level of coffee
15. Pouring
: menuang
Pouring is the proccessing to pour the milk in the coffee. Sometimes barista
making a picture such as leaf and love in this proccess.
16. Blomming
: proses pelepasan gas pada kopi saat diseduh
Blomming is proccessing to extrication the gass from the coffee is served to the
customer.
17. Gassing
: kopi yang masih mengandung banyak gas
Gassing is the condition that the coffee still contains much gass.
18. Flow raid
: banyaknya air yang jatuh pada kopi
Flow Raid is the water that falling down in coffee.
19. Grinder
: alat penggiling kopi
Grinder is a tool that is used to grind from seed to be powder. The smoothness is
depend on what kind of coffee they want to make.
20. Liquid

: cairan

Liquid is concentrate of coffee that have passed the proccessing by the machine.
*Adzan Magrib berkumandang, kita harus menghentikan wawancara karena
barista yang saya wawancarai mau ke mesjid*
*Adzan Magrib reverberate, we have to stop our interview because Barista who
i interview will go to mosque*
*Kita melanjutkan lagi setelah dia kembali dari mesjid*
*we continue after he come back from the mosque*
21. Aeropress
: alat manual brew kopi
Aeropress is manual tool to make a coffee.
22. Guesd beans
: kopi pilihan
Guest Beans is the coffee that recommed in a day.
23. Shooter glass

: gelas takar kopi

Shoother Glass is a glass to measuring container of the coffee.

24. OCD
: alat yang di gunakan untuk meyakinkan bahwa
OCD (Ona Coffee Distribution) is one of the tool that used to make sure that the
coffee in porta filter has been flat.
25. House bland

:campuran kopi yang hanya bias ditemukan pada satukedai
kopi

House Blend is coffee blend that you can’t find in another coffee shop
26. Calibration
: proses penyamaan persepsi
Calibration is the proccessing to make a same perseption about the kinds of
coffee that will be serve to customer.
27. Apron
: pakaian khusus saat Barista bekerja
Apron is special clothes that is used by baristas when they are working.
28. Steam
: proses pemanasan dan pembentukan busa pada susu
Steam is proccessing to warm and form the foam of milk.
29. Condensed
: susu kental manis
Condensed is another name of full cream milk.
30. Filter
: alat penyaring
Filter is a tool to strain the coffee.

31. Straw
: sedotan/ pipet/ jus
Straw is a thing to suck drink, such as ice coffee or chocolate blend.
32. Basic espresso
: minuman dengan darah tinggi
Basic Espresso is a drink but the basic substance is coffee.
33. Topping
: hiasan pada minuman (tambahan)
Topping is a complemet that must be put on top of the coffee, chocolate blend or
ice cream.
34. OZ
: ukuran gelas
OZ is a size of glass, 1 OZ = 30 ml.
35. Scale
: timbangan
Scale is the tool that used to know how much the weight of coffee.
36. Single porta
: porta filter dengan satu jalur
Single Porta is a porta filter with one way. One way it means that the concentract
liquid of coffee is flowing only in one hole.
37. Double Porta

: alat tempat keluarnya kopi pada porta filter.

Double Porta is a tool the coffee out in porta filter
Researcher
Barista

: makasih untuk waktunya dan ilmunya kak
(thank you for your time and your knowlodge)
: iya, sama-sama. Semoga bermanfaat untuk penelitiannya yah
( yes, your welcome. I hope it can be useful for your research)

2nd Interview (14 November 2017)
Researcher
Barista
Researcher
Barista
Researcher
Barista
Researcher

Barista
Researcher
Barista
Researcher

Barista

Researcher
Barista
Researcher

Barista

: halo kak
(hello brother)
: iye
(yes!)
: siapa namata kak?
(what is your name brother?)
: namaku Dwi
(my name is Dwi)
: berapa lama maki jadi Barista?
(how long have you been a Barista?)
: dua tahun lebih
(more than two years)
: kan kemarin menelitika di sini, terus yang kudapat itu ada dua jargon
yang pakai singkatan begitu kayak OZ sama OCD. Memang ituji
jargon yang kita gunakan setiap hari?
(i researched here yesterday, then i got two jargons using
abbreivation like OZ and OCD. Is it jargon that you use every day?)
: iya, ituji jargon yang di singkat.
(yes, just those that jargon is shorten)
: jadi tidak ada mi yang lain?
(so, there is no the other?)
: tidak adami
(nothing)
: hmm, itu sebenarnya jargon kita dapat dari mana? Kita bikin sendiri
atau ada memang dari apakah buku
(hmm, where did you get your jargon actually? You make it by
yourself or you have such as a book)
: sebenarnya jargon yang kita pakai itu, berdasarkan dari persetujuan
dari barista-barista yang ada di indonesia
(actually jargon used by us, based on agreement by all Baristas in
Indonesia)
: oh kayak adami komunitasnya baru bikinmi ini jargon di?
(oh, like you have a community and you make jargon. Right?)
: iya kesepakatan
(yes, agreement)
: oh jadi ini dari kesepakatan. Terus apa lagi di? Itu ji sebenarnya
mau saya tanyakan. Makasih waktunya kak
(so, it based on the agreement. What else? Just it my question. Thank
you so much for your time)
: iye sama-sama
(your welcome)
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